Hart Dance Academy
COVID-19 Safety Guidelines:

No dancer who is sick with any symptoms or a fever
OR has been around someone ill is allowed to attend.
Please stay home and follow the quarantine timelines before returning.

Face coverings are required inside our building (per the
city mandate) as long as we are in the yellow or orange sections of the
risk dial.

Only dancers and HDA staff will be allowed in the
building. Parents must drop their dancers at the designated doors.
Everyone will enter through the specified doors and
go straight to their class studio. Dancers should not arrive
early as they will need to go straight into the dance rooms.

Dancers will take their belongings (including street
shoes) into the studio with them and place along a
back wall. There will be no locker use at all. Cell phones should be
silenced. Personal water containers should be used.

Hand sanitizer will be used at the beginning and end
of each class by everyone. If you have any to donate, we
would appreciate the support!

Dancers will be kept distant from each other. In studios
C and D, dots will be placed spread apart and we have limited all
class sizes to accommodate this. There are times when (mostly older)
dancers will be closer, but our goal is to minimize the amount of time
spent in close proximity with others.

All equipment and high-touch surfaces will be
cleaned between each class. Classes will get out about 5

minutes early to allow for this. Again, if you have any wipes to donate,
we would love the support!

Everyone from Studios A and B will exit our main doors
immediately after their last class. Dancers leaving
Studios C or D will exit directly from those rooms to the
outdoors. Parents of young children: please prepare for prompt pick
up as dancers will exit the studio straight to the parking lot.

All dancers and parents must follow these guidelines to participate. Thank you!

